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"While low/no/reduced sugar chocolate innovation in the
UK is still very much a niche area, there are tentative signs

that operators are placing a greater focus on it. Chocolate
products with a low/no/reduced sugar claim grew from 1%

of new launches in 2012 to 4% in 2014."
– Douglas Faughnan, Senior Food and Drink

Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Sugar cuts and portion control can help chocolate combat health concerns
• Premiumisation holds potential for mass-market brands
• Point of sale holds much sway in chocolate choices

Chocolate remains an ingrained part of Britons’ diets, eaten by nine in 10 people, with 30% of people
eating it at least four times a week. However, the market lost momentum in 2013 as sales in the
chocolate confectionery segment fell, the modest growth in assortments failing to offset this.

The negative publicity surrounding sugar played a role here, with 28% of people who eat chocolate
reporting to limit the amount they eat due to the high sugar content. However, the market was also hit
by falling adspend and a slowing down in high-profile launches. Rising prices fuelled by the rising price
of cocoa are also likely to have contributed to the volume decline.

The market should benefit to some extent from the expected rise in real incomes in 2015, the
consumer research for this report suggesting marked scope for premiumisation. The openness among
chocolate eaters towards low-sugar variants and portion control offers some good news as operators
continue to face pressure to play their part in improving the nation’s health.
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Figure 21: Above-the-line advertising spend on chocolate confectionery, by company, 2011-14
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Thorntons hits the headlines but also uses Twitter to its advantage
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Figure 39: Topic cloud around mentions of Thorntons, 2 March 2014-28 February 2015

Maltesers’ sharing format may help promote conversation
Figure 40: Topic cloud around mentions of Maltesers, 2 March 2014-28 February 2015

Mars comes into spotlight around Scotland referendum and World Cup
Figure 41: Topic cloud around mentions of Mars, 2 March 2014-28 February 2015

Cadbury Dairy Milk brings different products under one account
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Galaxy’s advertising lacks same online impact as in 2013
Figure 43: Topic cloud around mentions of Galaxy, 2 March 2014-28 February 2015

Green & Black’s also uses Twitter competitions to its advantage
Figure 44: Topic cloud around mentions of Green & Black’s, 2 March 2014-28 February 2015

Wispa and Twirl lack online conversation
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Despite concerns around sugar/calorie content, nine in 10 still eat chocolate
Figure 45: Frequency of eating chocolate, February 2015

Younger consumers and those in households with children are among the highest users

Not all formats achieve the same penetration
Figure 46: Types of chocolate confectionery eaten in the last three months, February 2015
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Figure 47: Attitudes towards chocolate confectionery, February 2015
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Figure 50: Channels used to buy chocolate, February 2015
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Specialists stores remain the preserve of high earners

Four in 10 decide what to buy when looking at the products in-store
Figure 51: Attitudes towards buying chocolate, February 2015

Figure 52: Share of new chocolate confectionery launches in the UK, by launch type, 2014

Chilled chocolates offer a way to compete in the dessert aisle

Figure 53: UK value and volume retail sales of chocolate confectionery, 2009-19
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